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ROADS
LEAD TO
BETTER
BUSINESS.
Ergon is proud to work with
communities across America to
deliver the right paving, preservation
and maintenance solutions.

Finding someone you can rely on is tough; finding
an equipment dealer older than us is tougher.
R. B. Everett & Co. has been serving the state of
Texas for over 107 years with the quality support
customers require. You can rely on us for all your
equipment needs. Give us a call today!
Since 1911

Houston
8211 Red Bluff Rd.
Pasadena, TX 77507
p: (281) 991-8161
f: (281) 991-5967

Fort Worth
6561 Midway Rd.
Haltom City, TX 76117
p: (817) 299-0010
f: (817) 299-0969

www.rbeverett.com
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In July 2020, Sapphire Gas Solutions was formed by
joining Blue Roads Solutions and Thigpen Solutions
into one company.
The newly formed Sapphire Gas Solutions is
still committed to focus on serving the road
construction industry with the same quality product
and service with broader offerings of LNG and CNG
fueling capabilities.

NEW NAME, SAME PASSION
FOR EXCELLENCE IN ASPHALT
Sapphire Gas Solutions is a Texas based LNG and CNG
solutions provider targeting the mobile and off-pipe use of
natural gas in the utility, industrial, and pipeline industries.
Through years of experience provide LNG and CNG to
asphalt plants, pipeline integrity projects, supplemental
winter gas supplies, and a myriad of other applications,
Sapphire is a true, national, virtual pipeline solution.

In addition to our emphasis on Asphalt Plants and
Remote Power Generation, we now also help with:
• Winter supply

• Emergency pipeline outages

• Heavy fuel replacement

• Pipeline integrity

• Pipeline integrity

• Pipeline curtailments

• Pipeline curtailments

• Supplemental pipeline
supply

• Supplemental pipeline
supply

• Emergency pipeline outages

sapphirenatgas.com
833-662-5427
sales@sapphirenatgas.com
www.infrastructure.agctx.org
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Navigating the Unexpected
BY KAL KINCAID

O

VER THE COURSE OF THE PAST YEAR,
we have all experienced, both as individuals and
collectively, an uncomfortable level of unpredictability.

No one could have predicted the novel coronavirus or
its long-term societal effects which uprooted much of
our everyday lives and threatened the existence of our
livelihoods, but we persevered through each new challenge.
We advocated for and achieved essential status in the early
days of the pandemic, and we proved the necessity and ability
of our industry time and time again.
When Winter Storm Uri blanketed the state with snow and
ice, knocking out power for millions of Texans, we once again
rose to the challenge and answered the call from TxDOT to
ensure the safety of our fellow Texans and public servants as
they ventured from their homes and onto the roadways.

“When Winter Storm Uri
blanketed the state with
snow and ice, knocking
out power for millions
of Texans, we once again
rose to the challenge and
answered the call from
TxDOT to ensure the safety
of our fellow Texans and
public servants as they
ventured from their homes
and onto the roadways.”
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The work you did to aid the state during this extraordinary
winter weather event demonstrates the adaptability and grit
of AGC of Texas members.
“Your rapid response… was invaluable to TxDOT during the
worst winter weather event we have seen in this part of the
country in many years. The support your staff provided…
allowed us to open roadways more quickly and ensured the
safety of the traveling public. Without your efforts… we could
not have accomplished what we did,” wrote TxDOT Beaumont
District Engineer Chad Bohne.
Yet, despite the countless accolades for your work, I
heard member after member echo that you were simply
doing what needed to be done.
It is that attitude that allows AGC of Texas members to persevere
through whatever challenges life throws at us and to weather
whatever storms (both literal and figurative) that come our way.
As our good friend and past president Dean Word III told
Gary Scharrer for his story on AGC member response to the
winter storm (page 26), “In this business, nothing is ever calm
for very long. You never know what the next mini or major
crisis will be. You just have to adapt and keep moving ahead.”
And while life is often unpredictable, one thing is for certain:
AGC of Texas members know how to adapt and together, we
will keep moving forward.
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EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT’S REPORT

NOTHING
SHORT OF
HEROIC
BY JENNIFER WOODARD

F

OLLOWING FEBRUARY’S

historic winter storm
which brought subfreezing
temperatures and icy road conditions
to every corner of our state, TxDOT
Commissioner Alvin New commended
the work of AGC members to keep
roads open and safe for travel.

“That is a higher calling – to serve others,” said New.
I couldn’t agree more.
To answer the calls for assistance by our industry partner
during unknown and treacherous circumstances is remarkable.
To leave your families and the safety of your homes to venture
into severe weather and dangerous conditions is commendable.
To operate crews and work around the clock for days on end,
fighting against frozen diesel lines and expertly operating
graders on bridges layered with ice, is exceptional.
To do all of this without hesitation with both a sense of
humility and humor is honorable.
I could not be prouder of this organization’s members and
your commitment to doing everything in your power to
keep your fellow Texans safe and roadways open for travel
during February’s extreme weather event.
Please know that the work you do matters, and your swift
response and diligence was noticed, was appreciated, and
will not be forgotten.

www.infrastructure.agctx.org
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AGC Chapter Office:
Board meetings returning
Future building renovation in early planning stages

B

OTH THE NEAR AND LONG-TERM

future of AGC’s chapter office generated discussion
at the Board of Director’s April 6 meeting.

The board authorized AGC of Texas Executive Vice
President Jennifer Woodard to explore plans to modernize
the chapter headquarters.
The 41-year-old building sits on prime Austin real
estate on the fringe of Downtown Austin and remains
a convenient location for state leaders, legislators and
TxDOT officials to visit.
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The project could result in topping the two-story building
with an additional floor, though City of Austin
building codes and parking requirements
could complicate the plan.
The board also discussed the possibility of resuming monthly
board meetings in the AGC building as early as June.
The Board has not met in its traditional board
room setting for more than a year because of the
COVID-19 pandemic. Many are yearning to return to
some semblance of normalcy.
2021
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AGC Executive Vice President Jennifer
Woodard visits with Johnny Weisman
(Hunter Industries, Ltd.) before the
Board of Directors meeting.

AGC President Kal Kincaid (Gulf Coast,
a CRH Company) leads the Board of
Directors meeting.

www.infrastructure.agctx.org
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AGC President Kal Kincaid, Executive
Vice President Jennifer Woodard, and
President-Elect David Casteel during the
board meeting on April 6.

Members indicated a preference to return to the board
room for monthly meetings. The COVID-19 pandemic
forced the board to meet remotely via Zoom meetings
from last April through the September meeting.
Since then, the directors have met monthly at the
nearby Hyatt Regency, where larger rooms provide
ample social distancing space.
“We are grateful that the pandemic has subsided and
that our AGC of Texas events and activities can once
again be held safely in-person,” said AGC Executive
Vice President Jennifer Woodard. “While the chapter
leadership and Board of Directors have been conducting
in-person business since October within the health
and safety protocols dictated by COVID, we are thrilled
to return to the chapter office. We look forward to
enjoying more opportunities for the membership to
gather together as the year progresses.”
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Eye-to-eye contact and people-to-people relationships
are vital, he added, while advocating that AGC “push the
envelope a little bit to get back to normal.”
Those not comfortable in participating in a smaller
setting can still participate via Zoom and the internet.
“It should be an individual decision about what you
should do,” Weisman continued. “People are dying to get
back to personal contact. We all know the risks.”
Jennifer suggested the double entry doors into the board
room remain open during the summer board meetings
with staff and others participating from the lobby area.
“We need to get back to normal,” longtime AGC of Texas leader
Roger Albert agreed. “If people want to wear a mask, they can.”
Resumption of membership lunches (typically at either
the Four Seasons or Hyatt Regency in Austin) will happen
when it makes sense, possibly this summer, Kal said.

“There’s no lack of desire to get back as quickly as we can,”
said AGC of Texas President Kal Kincaid.

Other larger AGC events, such as the fall Scholarship Gala
and the December holiday party, will likely return after
their respective cancellations last year.

“We have learned a lot about what it takes to prevent, and we
have worked hard for a year to get to where we are,” longtime
AGC of Texas leader Johnny Weisman told board members.

Austin hotels are still following health-related
protocols and guidelines but remain optimistic about
accommodating large events by the fall.
2021
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POWERSCREEN TEXAS, INC.

MOBILE SCREENING,
CRUSHING, WASHING,
RECYCLING, GRINDING
AND CONVEYING SYSTEMS

MGL7436

XA400JAW
MAXTRAK 1300 CONE
WARRIOR 1800

CHIEFTAIN 1700
XA400JAW

Powerscreen Equipment

Powerscreen and MGL Equipment

SALES - RENTALS - PARTS - SERVICE
1-800-255-8628
5680 West State Hwy 71 La Grange, TX 78945
www.powerscreentx.com • pwrscrn@powerscreentx.com

www.infrastructure.agctx.org
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HOW THE SO-CALLED PRO ACT HURTS
THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY AND
UNDERMINES ECONOMIC RECOVERY
BY STEPHEN E. SANDHERR

I

N EARLY MARCH THE HOUSE OF

Representatives passed a measure called the Protecting
the Right to Organize Act, or PRO Act for short. While
the measure is ostensibly designed to make it easier
for employees to select a union to be their bargaining
representative, it is important to understand that the
measure will threaten worker privacy, hurt construction
firms of all types and undermine the economic recovery
many Americans eagerly await.
Many media outlets predicted the measure would have little
chance of success in the Senate. Yet we are less sanguine,
largely because we suspect Democrats will find a pretense
for doing away with filibuster sometime this year. When that
happens, Democrats will only need 50 votes to pass the PRO
Act in the Senate, meaning there will be a strong chance the
measure becomes law before the year is out.
Among the many sweeping changes to existing labor
protections included in the measure, the PRO Act forces
employers to turn over employees’ personal, identifiable
information – including name, home address, phone
numbers, email address and shift schedules – to unions so
they can be solicited by organizers. There is no provision
for employees to opt out of this disclosure of their personal
information or protections limiting its use.
Worse, the measure also threatens workers’ absolute right
to a free, fair, and secret union ballot. It instead allows
unionization votes to be decided, in many cases, based
on how many employees sign, in public, cards indicating
their support for the union. Asking people to vote their
conscious in a room full of their co-workers and organizers
creates a potentially coercive atmosphere that dilutes the
free choice of the employee making the decision.
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The PRO Act will hurt all types of construction firms. It
effectively repeals state Right to Work Laws. It imposes
quickie, or ambush, election rules that limit employers’
ability to advocate during an employee vote to unionize.
It subjects construction executives to fines and penalties
for the improper labor practices of their subcontractors.
And it would empower unions to strike for any reason and
removes prohibitions against partial strikes, slowdown
strikes and intermittent strikes.
Th PRO Act will also stifle that American entrepreneurial
spirit. Among its provisions, is language that bars companies
from hiring independent contractors. Why anyone would
want to repress new business creation, especially at a time
like this, is hard to understand. The combined impact of
this measure – labor uncertainty, frequent strikes, and
diminished entrepreneurship – will be to undermine the
economic recovery Americans are counting on now that the
pandemic appears to be winding down.
AGC has been the most active association in pushing back
against the PRO Act prior to the House vote. Thanks to the
AGC Construction Advocacy Fund, we made the largest
investment in digital advertising against the measure
of any business group. And thanks to your engagement,
members sent over 30,000 messages to Congress and the
White House pushing back against the measure.
We plan to remain as vigilant against the PRO Act as it
works its way through the Senate. Make no mistake, the
PRO Act has a good chance of becoming a law later this
year. Pushing back, effectively, against this misguided
measure will require an even greater investment from
the AGC Construction Advocacy Fund. As you remain, or
become, engaged in this fight, understand that we need
you to contact your Senators and tell them to vote no
against the PRO Act. But we also need your support for, and
contributions to, the AGC Construction Advocacy Fund to
be able to stop the PRO Act from becoming law.
2021
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EXCAVATORS • DOZERS • WHEEL LOADERS • DUMP TRUCKS • MOTOR GRADERS• PAVING • COMPACTION
SOIL STABILIZERS / COLD RECYCLERS• MILLING MACHINES• SLIPFORM PAVERS• TEXTURE CURING MACHINES

www.kirby-smith.com
Abilene

325.692.6334

Amarillo

Dallas

Ft. Worth

Lubbock

888.861.0219

Odessa

Waco

806.373.2826 214.371.7777 817.378.0600 806.745.2112 432.333.7000 254.261.1370

TROUT TRUCKING CO., INC
Terminals locaTed in:
• corpus chrisTi
• FT. WorTh
• housTon
• san anTonio
• Temple
www.trouttrucking.com

CLINT CURRY
president / ceo
(361) 813-2055
RANDY JACKSON
sales manager
(361) 877-2272
WILLIAM HULL
central texas sales
(956) 561-2074

St. Louis

McGriff provides a variety of risk management,
insurance and surety services for the
construction industry, including:

Ft. Worth • El Paso • Beaumont • Campwood

www.infrastructure.agctx.org

McAlester Kansas City

918.310.1550 913.850.6300 314.729.0125

WE CREATE THEM

TAYLOR HIGHTOWER
north texas sales
(817) 773-8593

MILLING
MICRO-MILLING
RUMBLE CUTTING
2” HOT IN PLACE
RECYCLING

Tulsa

405.495.7820 918.438.1700

From program design to safety
management services, we do
more than deliver best practices...

Servicing Texas out of:

Randy Wicke
Area Manager
PO Box 1728
Roanoke, TX 76262
(817) 430-3958
rwicke@dustrol.com
www. dustrol.com

Oklahoma City

Follow us on

•
•
•
•

•

Property & Casualty Programs

•

Surety Bonding

•
•

Captive Insurance Companies
Total Cost of Risk Analysis

•
•

Wrap-up Programs
Professional Liability

•
•

Employee Benefits
Contract Document Audits

•
•

Safety Management
Claims Control

10100 Katy Freeway, #400
Houston, Texas 77043

2211 7th Avenue South
Birmingham, Alabama 35233

(800) 877-1449 or
(713) 877-8975

(800) 476-2211 or
(205) 252-9871

Marc Boots, Executive Vice President
(713) 940-6567
Rob Harrison, Vice President
(713) 940-6544
© 2020, McGriff Insurance Services, Inc. and McGriff, Seibels &
Williams, Inc. All rights reserved.
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AUSTIN GOLF
TOURNAMENT
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Taylor Keith- Capitol Excavation Company, Brian Soileau- Capitol Excavation Company, Tod Alderman- AmeriTex Pipe &
Products, LLC, Jeramy Sholtis- AmeriTex Pipe & Products, LLC

Mike Holcomb- Hunter Industries, Ltd., Elliott Hackebeil- Hunter Industries, Ltd.,
Butch Anderson- Hunter Industries, Ltd., Dwayne James- Hunter Industries, Ltd.

www.infrastructure.agctx.org
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Cody Steele- Arnold Oil Company, Tanner Zimmerhanzel- Arnold Oil Company,
Cole Staton- Arnold Oil Company, Jason Traynham- Arnold Oil Company

John Stedman- HOLT Cat, Garrett Losack- HOLT Cat, Brian Wade- HOLT Cat, Brandon Nelson- HOLT Cat
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Joe Kohl- Tex-Con Oil, Dan Lundquist- Lonestar Truck Group, Clay Johnson- Tex-Con Oil, Steve Spinn- Lone Star Paving

George Hisler-Titan Transportation, LP, Jamie Middleton- Lehigh Hanson,
Matthew Hentzell- Lehigh Hanson, Bill Evans-Lehigh Hanson

www.infrastructure.agctx.org
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Lyles Carter- Ambo General Contracting, David Pool- Time Insurance Agency, Inc., Pat Evans- Evans Brothers Construction,
Gabe Bramlette- RW Webb Plumbing

Lisa Lamb- Roadway Specialties, Inc., Jesse Boyd- Freightliner of Austin, Jimmy Rubio- Freightliner of Austin,
Danette Shelton- Roadway Specialties, Inc.
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Glen Dvorak- Hunter Industries, Ltd., Johnny Weisman- Hunter Industries, Ltd., Nathali Parker- KLP Construction Supply,
Ryan Pryor- KLP Construction Supply

Shawn Corbello- Webber, LLC, Mario Rosino- Webber, LLC, Mason Keel- Webber, LLC, William Word- Webber, LLC

www.infrastructure.agctx.org
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SAN ANTONIO
TOURNAMENT
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First place team:
Dax Winslett- Texas Site Services
Corey Ordell- Texas Site Services
Chip Hodges- Texas Site Services
Jason Barrett- Centerline Supply

Second place team:
David Whiddon- The Whiddon Group, LLC
Sam Watson- SAM, LLC
Gordon Anderson- Anderson Infrastructure
Clinton Krnavek- Lamb-Star Engineering

www.infrastructure.agctx.org
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Third place team:
Tod Alderman- AmeriTex Pipe & Production LLC
John Schlather- Flatiron Construction
Ross Hageman- Flatiron Construction
Clarence Smith- Flatiron Construction

Wayne Ramert- Atkins North America
Jim Anderson- Hass-Anderson (retired)
Bruce Bayless- Valero Energy
Mike Behrens- TxDOT (retired)
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PORTABLE POWER
EQUIPMENT

INCREDIBLE
PERFORMANCE.
PROVEN
RELIABILITY.

12 TEXAS LOCATIONS
214.819-4100
800.227-6626
ROMCO.com

NEED TO MOVE DIRT?

Equipment Operated
Rentals is the answer!

TEN TEXAS FULL
PARTS & SERVICE
CENTERS
Bryan
5956 E State Hwy 21
979-314-1191
Houston
713-723-1050
Tomball
281-351-9016
Beaumont
409-721-5305
Buffalo
903-332-7150
Kilgore
903-984-2011
Austin
512-251-0013
San Antonio
210-648-4444
Corpus Christi
361-884-8275
Edinburg
956-386-0107

WWW.WPI.COM

www.infrastructure.agctx.org
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CREATING TOMORROW TODAY

Winter Storm URI
BY: BILL HALE, P.E., CHIEF ENGINEER, TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

A

FEW DAYS BEFORE VALENTINE’S

Day this year, something more than love was in
the air. A bone-chilling, record-breaking winter
storm invaded Texas, putting millions in the dark, leaving
many without running water and forcing families to
hunker down. TxDOT crews were out working—before,
during and after the big freeze—plowing snow from
impacted roads, blading ice-laden bridges and serving
Texans when they needed it the most.
TxDOT’s call to duty started long before temperatures
dropped and icy precipitation covered the state. Leading
up to the storm, personnel monitored the impeding
weather and checked employee and equipment readiness.
Eventually, the breadth of the storm engulfed every one
of the state’s 254 counties from the Panhandle to the
Valley and points east and west. And by the time the
several-day weather event was over, half of TxDOT’s nearly
12,000 statewide workforce would be called in to help
keep Texas roads and bridges clear.
When the first wave of cold temperatures hit the state,
TxDOT crews began pretreating roads to help improve
traction and stave off ice accumulation. Those low
temperatures eventually brought sleet and freezing rain
to portions of Texas, quickly followed by freezing rain and
snow. For days, the cycle repeated itself—sleet, freezing
rain and snow—and for days, TxDOT crews were out with
their snowplows and motor graders to blade snow and ice,
aided by several contractors who provided equipment and
operators to help in the mission.
As the storm lingered, TxDOT eventually went into 24-hour
operations—employees working 12- to 13- hour shifts at a
time—to prevent damage to the state’s roads and bridges.
Personnel from Austin headquarters divisions staffed the
department’s Emergency Operations Center and the State

24

Operations Center round-the-clock to help coordinate
department personnel, equipment and materials.

Keeping department operations up and running during the
storm was not an easy feat. At one point during the storm,
nearly 6,000 roadway sections were affected by snow or ice
- in every one of the department’s 25 districts.
When temperatures dropped in southeast Texas, some
department brine makers froze. Employees in our Beaumont
District resorted to shipping in brine from other areas of
Texas. When a maintenance office in the district lost water—a
key ingredient in making the brine solution—necessity
became the mother of invention and employees hooked up a
pump to the Trinity Bay to keep the water flowing.
When Texas residents and businesses lost power during
the storm, TxDOT offices were not exempt. Many TxDOT
locations kept operations going with backup generators.
And many employees went beyond the call of duty, helping
stranding motorists who had run out of gas or had lost control
of their cars on snowy and icy roadways. TxDOT employees
also assisted in clearing and maintaining routes to multiple
critical infrastructure facilities, helped agencies and local
governments clear roads as requested, and provided fuel to
the Department of Public Safety, Texas Parks and Wildlife and
the Texas Animal Health Commission.
But it wasn’t just TxDOT’s boots-on-the ground who
were helping Texans affected by the storm. Equally
important to our mission of keeping Texans safe is
our roadway condition line and website, DriveTexas.
org. During this past winter storm, more than 96,900
calls were made to the dedicated line, and more than
3.6 million sessions to DriveTexas.org.
The winter storm of 2021 certainly tested everyone’s
mettle, but TxDOT’s commitment to Connecting You
With Texas stood strong.
2021
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Ease on Down the Road!
Asphalt Recyclers

Distributors

Bagela Asphalt Recycler
R

Chip Spreaders

R

B
B
R

R

Rollers

Brooms

Pavers

Loaders

R

Patchers &
Crackfillers

Sales / Rentals

MIDLAND

Roadwideners

Trailers

TM

CIMLINE PAVEMENT
MAINTENANCE GROUP

An Astec Industries Company
R

B
B

Bagela

URA

ATCHER

PUCKETT

R

TM

Full-Line Dealer

HITACHI
Reliable solutions

MFG., INC.

San Antonio: (210) 657-5151 Georgetown/Austin: (512) 930-5151

Leading edge accuracy:

RDO does that.

John Deere graders with optional SmartGrade™ let you work with greater
speed in fewer passes and with more accuracy. Plus, they bring the power
and lugging ability to easily pull through tough spots or tackle steep hills.
Call your local RDO Equipment Co. to see how we can help.
TEXAS

Austin
Fort Worth
Irving
Laredo

512-272-4141
817-232-8094
972-438-4699
956-718-1909

McKinney
San Antonio
Waco

214-856-4899
830-632-3100
254-666-3900
RDOequipment.com

Power-house distributor of

Power-house distributor of
Specialty
ConstructionMaterials
Materials
Specialty Construction
and Equipment
Equipment
and
TXDOT DBE
DBE Regular
Regular Dealer
Dealer Certified
Certified
TXDOT
MWBE Certified around
Texas
around Texas
100%
100% Native
Native American
American Woman
Woman Owned
Owned

Owners & Sisters Karen Rogers and Nathali Parker

Owners &(866)
Sisters Karen
Rogers and Nathali Parker
629-3627
www.KLPconstructionsupply.com

(866) 629-3627
www.KLPconstructionsupply.com

Five Texas Locations: Austin*Houston*Rosebud*Fort Worth*San Marcos

Five Texas Locations: Austin*Houston*Rosebud*Fort Worth*San Marcos

www.infrastructure.agctx.org

Services Include:
Services Include:
Drainage & Water/Sewer
Pipe, Valve, Fittings
Asphalt
– Coating/Compaction
Aid
DrainageAdditives
& Water/Sewer
Pipe, Valve, Fittings
Less-Tracking
TackAdditives
Concrete– Additives
– Corrosion Aid
Inhibitors,
Asphalt
Coating/Compaction
Sealants
&
Crystalline
Concrete
Waterproofing
Additives
Less-Tracking Tack Concrete Additives – Corrosion Inhibitors,
Reinforcing
Steel
& Concrete
Accessories
Electrical &Additives
Dry Utilities
Sealants
& Crystalline
Concrete
Waterproofing
Pavement Interlayers, Geogrids, Fabrics Pavement Maintenance
Reinforcing Steel & Concrete Accessories Electrical & Dry Utilities
& Repair Products for Asphalt & Concrete Steel Casing and More

Pavement Interlayers, Geogrids, Fabrics Pavement Maintenance
& Repair Products for Asphalt & Concrete Steel Casing and More
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Across Texas,
AGC Members
Answered
TxDOT’s Call
BY: GARY SCHARRER

E

VEN MAJOR WEATHER EVENTS ARE BIGGER IN TEXAS
and TxDOT routinely reaches out to AGC members to
help absorb whatever punch Mother Nature delivers.

As Winter Storm Uri made its way to Texas in
mid-February, it didn’t take long for TxDOT to start
reaching out to members for help. Highway contractors
and their crews responded to the call with a sense
of responsibility and gratitude.
The historic storm, which affected all 254 counties
and knocked out power for millions of Texans,
brought a combination of snow and ice resulting
in dangerous driving conditions on Texas roads,
bridges, and highways. TxDOT used more than 500
pieces of equipment and contractor vehicles to deal
with the paralyzing storm and issued approximately
$5.6 million in contract work.
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Answering the Call
Before the storm hit, Bill Cheek of Jagoe-Public received
a call from TxDOT’s Fort Worth Director of Construction
Gregory Cedillo looking for willing contractors to help road
clearing in the district. While the severity of the storm was
not yet known, Cheek pledged assistance although he knew
it would be difficult to organize.
“But highway folks know how to adapt,” he said.
And that’s what Cheek found himself doing while under a
blanket next to his wife on the sofa near a warm fireplace.
Like many Texans, he experienced rolling power outages
that left him without access to his “fancy computer
programs.” Cheek was forced to rely on memory to develop
cost estimates for crew and equipment and Company
President Doug Walterscheid offered guidance as he had
more experience dealing with weather events.
Company supervisors deemed it too dangerous to put
motor graders on haul trucks, so crew members drove them
40-50 miles—a two-hour journey in those conditions. More
than 60 Jagoe employees, including mechanics and those
in support vehicles, worked the storm for six days clearing
roads and bridges in Tarrant and Denton counties.
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Getting to Work

Safety First

Ed Bell Construction Project Manager Stan Allen also
got a call from TxDOT’s Cedillo asking if the company
could provide crew members to operate equipment
leased by the department.

Eagle Barricade employees knew the storm would test
their “safety first” priority while helping TxDOT crews.

Allen consulted with company officials about logistics
and hourly wages to charge TxDOT.
Allen told Cedillo they would charge an hourly rate of $1.
“They’re our industry partner. They are our lifeline,” Allen said.
Although grateful, Cedillo said TxDOT could not accept
the generous offer.
“So, we gave them the cheapest fair market rate we
thought they could get and went to work. It was never
about the money. It was about stepping up and doing our
job and answering the call,” Allen said.
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“This was a must on everyone’s part as we performed in a
stressful and dangerous situation,” Eagle Barricade Field
Supervisor Brandon Benson said. “With our combined
efforts, being prepared and more than capable, we were
able to complete the necessary task of returning the
streets of North Texas back to safe traveling.”
Antwan Mitchell, a lead technician for Eagle Barricade,
described the winter storm as one of the best experiences he’s
had when it comes to truck mounted attenuator operations.
“The TxDOT team was very welcoming as well as
informative when it came to explaining the job that
needed to be executed,” Mitchell said. “I honestly feel that
any company that works with them will learn from their
process and be able to implement some of their techniques
and culture to improve workflow and camaraderie.”
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New Experiences

Working Non-Stop

In Central Texas, Dean Word III climbed into a company
motor grader to help scrape ice and snow off roads. Word, a
partner in the company his great grandfather founded 120
years ago, had not operated a motor grader in a few years.

Over in the eastern part of the state, Chad Thomas of A.L.
Helmcamp, Inc. got a TxDOT alert on Sunday to assemble
crews and equipment to take care of roads and bridges in the
Huntsville area. They came up with four motor graders and four
shadow vehicles to follow. They ran non-stop for five days.

“I occasionally have the opportunity to operate one in a pinch
that may be on a project,” Word said of his recent grading
experience. “I can usually make something constructive
happen, but it doesn’t always look very professional,” he joked.
TxDOT’s New Braunfels Area Engineer Will Lockett asked
Word to clear approximately 70 lane miles.
“I don’t think I gouged or damaged any of the new hot-mix,
or chip seal surfaces I covered, or peeled very many
reflective buttons off either,” Word said, laughing.
“In this business, nothing is ever calm for very long,” Dean
Word III noted. “You never know what the next mini or major
crisis will be. You just have to adapt and keep moving ahead.”
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“There were definitely some challenges. The weather was
bad. We were out at night on the interstate,” Thomas said.
“Several times we were running blades, and they just
died in the middle of the road. The fuel had frozen up,
jelled up in the line before it got to the engine. So, we had
mechanical challenges on top of the logistical challenges.
We were scrambling.”
Highway contractors along with TxDOT maintenance
crews were able to keep I-45 from Navarro county to
Walker County open the entire time. Up to forty Helmcamp
employees aided in the effort.
“The district engineer in Bryan was very satisfied with
what he got. It was an unprecedented effort to keep
the roadways clear in a part of Texas that was not
prepared for it,” Thomas said.
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“We have the resources and talent; we have a civic
responsibility to step in and help where we can. We have
the blade operators, and we had the mechanics and the
management,” Thomas said. “I said, we did it to help
taxpayers and to help - because TxDOT wasn’t able to
get it done. They knew they couldn’t. It would take road
contractors. We got compensated for it, but it was more
than that. We wanted to help.”

The four Reece Albert graders cleared between 500 and
600 lane miles across the northern part of the San Angelo
district. They shared the motor graders to avoid having to
start cold equipment.

Stepping Up

“We’re here to help whenever they need us. We’re
one phone call away,” echoed Abraham Valenzuela, a
superintendent with Reece Albert, Inc. “As long as we’re
able to, we’ll get out there.”

As San Angelo got clobbered with 9 inches of snow, TxDOT
Area Engineer Chris Henry called Caleb Kattner of Reece
Albert desperate for help.

“When everybody is bundled up and they don’t have power,
it’s hard to get guys out for the night,” Kattner said. “I had
those four guys who rose to the occasion and did it very, very
well. They really helped the state get out of a bind.”

Kattner immediately sent two grader operators who bladed
200 lane miles running through the night and sent a day
crew to keep grading San Angelo area roads.

Farther west, Rob McNew of Reece Albert and crews
thought they had properly winterized their equipment
ahead of the storm. But they learned otherwise after
TxDOT called for help in the Midland-Odessa area.

“TxDOT didn’t have the labor, or the equipment needed to
do as many roadways as needed help,” Kattner said. “Texans
as a whole don’t know how to drive in the snow and ice. We
don’t like cold weather. We’re down here for a reason.”

“The diesel exhaust fluid froze up on almost everything.
Our mechanic couldn’t even get his truck started,” McNew
said. “We didn’t winterize quite well enough. I don’t think
anybody was quite prepared for the severity or the duration.”
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The area experienced nine days of sub-freezing weather.
They got the equipment up and running again by
mid-week when a second storm wave hit, and TxDOT
needed help in the Monahans area.

“It’s a good feeling when you get to go out and clear the
roads for the traveling public. It makes you feel better,”
Wesley West, who scraped ice and snow for the first time
in his 30 years working in the industry, said.

Reece Albert crews worked up to 36 hours clearing roads.

“I was surprised by how thick the ice was on the bridges.
The blade just slid over the ice. I just kept going,” said Pete
Taylor, a Gulf Coast crew member.

Doing the Right Thing
Beaumont and the Gulf Coast region steels itself for
hurricanes – not snow and ice.
Snow is easier to move than water from hurricanes, noted
Gary Ray, a Gulf Coast veteran with 40 years of industry
experience: “The snow is solid. The water from hurricanes
you can’t really do anything with it until it recedes and
then you have to clean debris off the roads.”
Lorenzo Colston, a crew member for Gulf Coast, a CHR
company, doesn’t mind new experiences--but grading
snow and ice definitely took him out of his comfort zone.
“The blade would veer off to the right or left. When you are
doing something new and you have never done it before
you get a little anxiety, but it wears off,” he said.
Steve Helton, public works construction manager for
Gulf Coast, spent 30 years with TxDOT. One of the
most challenging elements in the storm was 14-degree
temperatures. That was the coldest he can remember
Beaumont experiencing during his 60 years in the area.

Williams Brothers is a Houston-based firm founded in
1955. An ENR Top 400 Contractor, the firm is a vertically
integrated heavy highway construction company with
the resources and ability to perform construction tasks
related to road and bridge infrastructure. With a stellar
safety record and quality performance, Williams Brothers
operates in the Houston, Beaumont, Dallas, and San
Antonio areas in Texas.

Aldo Lopez lost power in his home for 10 hours. It was in the
back of his mind while operating a Gulf Coast motor grader.
“We had to act with extreme caution and get comfortable with
it and get more confident,” Lopez said of his grading work. “At
the same time, I kept thinking about my family as well.”
But he did not hesitate to leave home because “we had
to do the right thing for TxDOT.”
Beaumont District Engineer Chad Bohne later
complimented Gulf Coast for helping keep major roads
open throughout the storm.
“Your rapid response on I-10 in Orange and Jefferson
Counties was invaluable to TxDOT during the worst winter
weather event we have seen in this part of the country in
many years. The support your staff provided with blading
and traffic control allowed us to open roadways more
quickly and ensured the safety of the traveling public,”
Bohne said in the letter to Kincaid, who also serves as
president of AGC of Texas.
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Bohne emphasized the importance of TxDOT’s family
culture and how that helps rally employees around each
other in times of need. That family culture extends to the
department’s partners, he added: “Without your efforts this
past week, we could not have accomplished what we did.”

A Job Well Done
At a TxDOT Commission meeting following the storm,
Commissioner Alvin New said his family went three days
without electricity and eight days without water.
He complimented crews in similar situations who ventured
out to “make sure roads are safe for other people. That is a
higher calling – to serve others.”
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The commissioner also marveled at the road graders “out
there pushing ice with the blue and yellow lights across all
lanes … It was a pretty impressive show of road care. It’s
appreciated and it was impressive.”
“We are so proud of our statewide crews and staff who
weathered this storm to make sure Texas roads were as
safe as they could be during such a harsh storm,” said
TxDOT Chief Engineer Bill Hale. “We were able to execute
plans in place for such an event with our employees and
assistance from our partners of the AGC community.”
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Choose High
Performance.

Choose ADS.
Your Partner in Sustainability
With more than 45 years in Texas,
ADS provides innovative and
resilient drainage solutions to
meet your state’s sustainable
infrastructure needs. And with
nearly 250 employees in the state,

HP Storm ready for installation
at Sheppard Air Force Base.

three manufacturing plants and a
distribution yard, those solutions
are Texas-made and delivered.

With its 100-year service life, HP Storm, our
high-performance polypropylene pipe is your choice
for gravity-flow storm drainage applications.
Visit ads-pipe.com to learn more.

Diameters Available

ads-pipe.com 800.821.6710
©2020 Advanced Drainage Systems, Inc.

12, 15, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42, 48 and 60 inches

Lengths Available

13, 20 and 30 feet

Joint Performance

Water Tight (ASTM D3212)

Joining System

Extended Reinforced Integral Bell and Gasketed Spigot

Specifications

TxDOT Special Specification 4122, AASHTO M330, ASTM F2881

Design Service Life

Minimum 100 Year
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